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Marian's trust, by the author of
'Ursula's love story'.

1874

tales of passion and romance love on the
battlefield affairs kept secret on pain of death
from the bride who married in a prison cell to the
leader caught in a love triangle to the
revolutionaries who did their loving on the run
the romantic lives of ireland s most famous
characters have been predictably turbulent some
irish lovers have shocked a nation and brought
down governments some have produced the world s
most beautiful poetry some have reached across
oceans not to mention deep divisions at home to
find love marian broderick views historical irish
romances through a contemporary lens from the
legendary lovers of prehistory to more modern
convention defying pioneers the greatest irish
romances from history with chapters on
inspirations love war love across the divide
secrets scandals and when love goes wrong among
others marian broderick tells of the men and women
whose passions drove them to be together often in
the face of society family and even their own
safety from the legendary deirdre and naoise to wb
yeats and maud gonne charles stuart parnell and
katherine o shea to hilton edwards and micheál
macliammóir romantic ireland is far from dead and
gone

Marian Elwood

1863

reprint of the original first published in 1874
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A Book of Love and A Bottom Line

2011

a moving graphic memoir that poignantly recounts
marian henley s trials and tribulations in her
late 40s adopting a baby from russia deciding
whether to marry her younger boyfriend and coping
with her elderly father s illness at 49 cartoonist
marian henley hasn t committed to marrying the man
with whom she has been dating for seven years but
as the big 5 0 looms she realizes that above all
else she wants a child her story follows the
heartbreaking ups and downs of going through the
international adoption process deciding when it s
time to grow up and maybe even get married and in
the end it s the story of a daughter s
relationship with her father and how becoming a
mother finally led her to understand him the
shiniest jewel is a touching narrative accompanied
by marian s winsome drawings that beautifully
weaves together her realizations about the joy and
sometimes heartbreak of building a family

Wild Irish Love

2021-11-01

maid marian by thomas love peacock is a novella
that re imagines robin hood with all the
characters fans have grown to love but this time
from the maid marian s perspective written to be a
satire of the traditional regency romance themes
this book switches the typical character roles in
this case in fact robin hood is a man in distress
who requires the strong will and fortitude of his
heroine to survive and keep from squandering his
life away
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Marian's Trust

2023-03-13

maid marian by thomas love peacock marian expects
that robin hood and his merry men can help her
gain information that can secure her liberty what
she doesn t expect is to fall in love with the
leader of that merry band despite their political
differences which sometimes result in fierce
arguments between the sharp tongued duo the lovers
hatch a plan that will outsmart the conniving
nobility once and for all we are delighted to
publish this classic book as part of our extensive
classic library collection many of the books in
our collection have been out of print for decades
and therefore have not been accessible to the
general public the aim of our publishing program
is to facilitate rapid access to this vast
reservoir of literature and our view is that this
is a significant literary work which deserves to
be brought back into print after many decades the
contents of the vast majority of titles in the
classic library have been scanned from the
original works to ensure a high quality product
each title has been meticulously hand curated by
our staff our philosophy has been guided by a
desire to provide the reader with a book that is
as close as possible to ownership of the original
work we hope that you will enjoy this wonderful
classic work and that for you it becomes an
enriching experience

The Shiniest Jewel

2008-09-15

a collection of ten contemporary plays by writers
who reflect a range of cultural origins about male
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homosexuality

Maid Marian

2019-11-22

12 marian men a mating i mean a meeting 11 blind
dates a blinding 10 lords a leaping to conclusions
9 ladies dancing okay maybe that s griff 8 kids a
complaining 7 changes a clothing 6 love junk
gadgets 5 dra aag queens 4 calling neighbors 3
nosy grannies 2 men falling in love and a
partridge in a pear tree a very marian christmas
tells the story of a crazy family who goes to
great lengths to find noah a boyfriend in time for
the holidays but as noah goes on date after date
with these perfectly nice strangers all he really
wants is to return home to be with his roommate
luke who just so happens to be his brother s bff
and the man he s wanted for years

Maid Marian

1891

lily hemp wasn t looking for love after losing her
family in an accident surviving was enough she
grew her flowers and kept to herself until the day
a magic mirror showed her the face of a man who
was supposed to be her true love les was no
stranger to the magic mirror he knew people who
were matched through its power and knew he would
one day see his true love s face staring back at
him in the reflection he never expected his true
love to be unhappy to find him can les win her
grief broken heart and with even the most innocent
left lost and alone can lily learn to open her
heart and accept the new opportunity being offered
to her
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Cassell's Family Magazine

1893

spoof is the story of the lives of two men who are
identical twins terry lickliter and his brother
tom were minor characters in illusive innocence my
first novel in spoof both men are in their late
fortys terry worked in silicon valley until the
mid nineties and made a fortune when his company
sold out to a high tech giant he moved to grand
haven michigan and built two large houses on lake
michigan a victorian with an attached lighthouse
and a tudor tom lickliter resided in florida and
worked as an electrician and moved back to
michigan to join his brother the two brothers had
been living twenty eight hundred miles apart terry
and his wife kristine a true san franciscan are
rich and tom and his wife monique a southern belle
born in savannah georgia are middle class citizens
the gift of a quarter million dollar tudor on lake
michigan is a lot for tom and his wife monique to
accept tom is sterile but terry fathers his
children together the men open a small business
but work to create a very successful international
business sudden wealth changes their lives from
sailing lake michigan and the pacific to the power
of a corporate boardroom lives become entrapped
into secrets and hysteria spoof is an adventurous
story of couples friends and business associates
but also describes the secretive loving
relationships of a charismatic man

Maid Marian

2018-07-10

collects short biographies of important female
authors including jane austen toni morrison and j
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k rowling

Staging Gay Lives

2018-05-04

among the many fine examples of film scores by
erich wolfgang korngold 1897 1957 the score for
the adventures of robin hood 1938 stands out the
most winner of the academy award tm for best
dramatic score in 1938 it is seen by many as the
archetypal accompaniment to a warner brothers
swashbuckler and it established korngold as one of
the leading exponents of film score composition at
a formative point in its history in erich wolfgang
korngold s the adventures of robin hood a film
score guide author ben winters uses manuscript and
archival research to challenge preconceived
notions about the score s composer and its
authorship in the first two chapters winters
examines korngold s career on its own and in
relation to the film including his background in
composing concert music and opera his film scoring
techniques and his engagement with the hollywood
studio system chapter three focuses on the robin
hood film while placing korngold s music in a
larger framework it examines the film s treatment
of the robin hood legend its historical and
critical contexts and its place within the
swashbuckler genre and the studio s anti fascist
agenda while looking closely at the composer s
work on this score chapter four shows sources
korngold used the music s production process and
the changes the score had undergone the book
concludes with a thematic analysis and reading of
the score identifying the various musical voices
that the listener weaves together as he or she
experiences the film this detailed consideration
of korngold s masterpiece will be continually
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turned to by film and music scholars alike

Cassell's Magazine

1893

the song of songs in the middle ages is a wide
ranging and insightful book that is carefully
researched and gracefully written it is of
importance alike to those interested in mysticism
middle english the twelfth century the fourteenth
century and feminist approaches to literature
studia mystica

The Lord of Burleigh. A pastoral
cantata written by D. L. Ryan

1873

in an age when the mighty forces of nature rule
the eternal battle between fire and water flares
into war the evil fire fueled by ancient
jealousies and a lust for power commits the
ultimate treachery the theft of the waterglobe
equilibrium between the forces is lost leaving a
drought plagued world that only one brave human
can restore robert ground longing for adventure
lives in a peaceful sleepy little village one day
fire appears laying to waste everything robert has
ever known determined to find out why he has
become a target of the prime evil robert begins a
journey to uncover his family s secrets and soon
discovers a link between his past and the
elemental battle waging around him robert is
joined by the lovely secretive marian as they
forge an unlikely partnership unknown to robert
marian is a fireling and fire s cruelest most
loyal apprentice as marian pursues her own dark
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mission two others join the travelers gider the
vicious coarse fermad and shine the brave and
noble rainsteed reaching the cloud realm robert is
tasked with an impossible mission one that will
test him beyond the limits of his endurance the
four adventurers navigate the perilous realms of
the forces gathering powerful weapons for the
final battle with fire each is forever altered as
they must choose between self sacrifice and
treachery ultimately robert faces fire and finally
learns why he is destined to fight the ultimate
evil

Our Boys and Girls

1871

The Masonic Review

1893

Fraser's Magazine for Town and
Country

1837

The Foresters

1892
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The Poetical Works of

1871

The English and Scottish Popular
Ballads

1890

The Daughter

1837

A Very Marian Christmas

2021-07-02

Andromana, or the merchant's
wife, by J. Shirley. The mayor of
Quinborough, by T. Middleton.
Grim, the collier of Croydon. The
city night-cap, by R. Davenport.
The parson's wedding, by T.
Killegrew

1780
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My Friend from India

1897

Treasury, Postal Service, and
General Government Appropriations
for Fiscal Year 1999

1998

The Works

1895

Oliver Optic's Magazine

1871

Rhyme, romance and revery

1852

Love's Answer

2022-01-24

Spoof

2017-03-13
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Women Writers Who Changed the
World

2011-12-15

The Dramatic Works

1870

Eleanor

1850

The Barrys

1898

Robin Hood

1898

Erich Wolfgang Korngold's The
Adventures of Robin Hood

2007

The Poetical Works of Elizabeth
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Barrett Browning

1890

Aurora Leigh

1890

Rosa in London, and other tales.
By the author of The Young
Mother, or Albinia

1809

The Song of Songs in the Middle
Ages

1990

Reign of the black flame

2014-02-15
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